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Re: "Watchdog's blitz on the Internet porn merchants" (Daily Mail, June 13 LggA
Thank you for your letter of 14 June 1996 regarding the above article.

A letter was sent to Paul Dacre, the editor of the Daily Mail, on June 14

1996 with regard
to the inaccuracies contained in this article, together with a copy of the relevant press release
on which the article y-qs basg{. A copy of this press release is attached, as is a copy of our
recently published 1995 Activity Report.

It was pointed out to Mr Dacre that the correspondent seemed to have confused two distinct
areas of our work - namely international adult lines and bulletin board/Internet services
ac_cessed on premium rate dialling codes - to produce an article which misrepresented ICSTIS'
role.
ICSTIS' powers-apply only to premium rate telephone services, including those service
provide.rs who offer premium rate adult services. We do not, however, have any powers of
regulation over other, non-premium rate providers of "porn". The Daily Mail' s correspondent
was incorrect, therefore, in claiming that ICSTIS has "launched a major international drive
to stamp out porn on the Internet".
With re.gard to your point about access to sexually explicit material, ICSTIS' policies

are

not designed to prevent adults from accessing such mat-erial. (Indeed, the Committee wants
to maintain the availability of premium rate adult lines for those consumers wishing to access
such services.) However, certain measures have been introduced to improvelevels of consumer
protection, especially as regards people who might see and be aff&ted by the promotions
for such material, but who have no wish to actually access it.

The ICSTIS Code of Practice states that "promotions for services of a sexual nature must
not appear in generally available publications (other than "top shelf publications") or in any
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